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"THE CALL'S" MAP OF THE ALASKAN GOLD REGION.
Ooxx*jailed and Draxvn for "The Call" "toy PROFESSOR GEORGE DAVIDSOX.

-A.ML Accurate Chart or tlie Ituox^m Wators, Roixte», Ranges, Sottlexxx.exi.tflt and Gold Fields, :E*rom. Coast to Interior, Including tlio Juuonu Route.

THIS
map of those portions of Alaska and the Dominion of Canada

in which public interest is centered has been prepared for THE
CALL by Professor George Davidson, \vho has been for a

generation the most competent geographer on the Pacific Coast.
Alaska is in the field which for so many years he superintended as the
head of the Coast and Geodetic Survey on this coast, and he has been
able to supplement the best of the charts yet issued from his personal
familiarity with the field and from special sources.

This map is a long advance from the best maps hitherto obtain-
able, and it will not be much improved upon until a long period of
exploration and survey has elapsed.

This map willbe invaluable to those who invade the Yukon region
this year and next, and it will long be a valuable reference for all in-
terested in Alaska.

The geographical features not charted it is impossible to chart.
The latest geographical information about the interior is here given,
but years of exploration and survey must elapse before this region is
mapped for any distance from the main watercourses. Itincludes in
its showing the magnetic variation of the compass, which it is neces-
sary to know in finding directions by that instrument, as many travel-
ers willhave occasion to do. Lines of variation five degrees apart are
shown, and arrows indicate mere simply the direction in which the

needle actually points
—

to the magnetic pole and not the North Pole.
The overland route can be readily traced from Juneau to Dyea

by water, thence over Chilkoot Pass to Lake Lindeman and Lake
Bennett, where boats and rafts are built for the long journey of 600
miles down the watercourse to Dawson. The ride is on through Lake
Marsh, through or around White Horse Rapids and to the Lewis River,

thence to the Yukon, which is formed by the junction of the Lewis
and Pelly at Fort Selkirk. Chilkat Pass and White Pass may be
found on either side of Chilkoot Pass, and both may become important
routes. The proposed railroad is shown connecting the navigable
extremes of Stahkeen River and Feslin Lake in British territory.
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